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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for downloading “Investment-Minded New Car Inventory
Management.” In this eBook, we take a closer look at the two
approaches dealers use to manage a multimillion-dollar investment:
their new vehicle inventory.
When managing their new car assets, some dealers act as
speculators, while others act as investors. A speculator doesn’t
know the market or how their dealership is performing in relation
to the market. An investor, on the other hand, keeps a close eye on
market data to minimize expenses and grow profits exponentially.
How you treat your new car assets will directly impact the success
and profitability of your business. With this eBook, you’ll gain a
greater understanding of which live market data to use, how to be
proactive, and the importance of pay plans as a means to create
more accountability for your team.
Best,
Brian Finkelmeyer
Director of New Car Solutions

DEALERS’ CURRENT MINDSETS

E X P E R I E N C E V S. D A T A
NEW VEHICLE STOCKING & ORDERING
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Dealer Principal/
General Manager

Sales Manager

Rely on Experience
Rely on Data
vAuto Conquest 2018 Standalone Dealer Study

While experience is relevant and can
enhance your stocking and ordering, data
provides an insight into a dealer’s biggest
area of opportunity.

WHAT DEALERS THINK

While it may feel like new car sales are out of your control as a dealer, there are proactive
measures you can take to minimize the risk associated with making a bad new car decision.

25%

45%

40%

of dealers said they have
“no specific policy” with
respect to aging new
vehicle inventory*

of dealers said they have
“limited control” when it
comes to factory ordering*

of dealers said their OEM
has their “best interests
in mind” when it comes
to new vehicle inventory
management*

vAuto Franchise Dealer Survey 2018

R E AC T I V E I N V E N T O RY M A N A G E M E N T

T H E N E W M AT H O F F L O O R P L A N

When it comes to floor
plan income, many dealers
don’t realize what it is
costing them. Think about
the impact of rising interest
rates and days on lot.

Average Invoice
Floor Plan Assistance at 1.5%
Prime Interest Rate
30 Day Cost to Hold
60 Day Cost to Hold
90 Day Cost to Hold
120 Day Cost to Hold
150 Day Cost to Hold
180 Day Cost to Hold

2015
$33,465
$501
3%
$83.64
$167.28
$250.92
$334.56
$418.20
$501.84

2019
$36,383
$545
5.5%
$166.76
$333.51
$500.27
$667.02
$833.78
$1,000.53

In 2015, you may not have felt the cost of aging inventory for 180 days.
Now, you feel it in 90 days.
Most new car operations manage their new car inventories reactively. But in today’s
compressed margin environment, coupled with rising holding expenses, we need to know
there is a problem on Day 1.

REACTIVE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Sales vs. Inventory by Aging Bucket in Millions
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This dealer is writing a check for about $130k per month,
which could be $135k next month and continue to rise if he
isn’t proactive.
As these trends continue to increase a dealership’s
expenses, it’s important to pay closer attention to your
inventory relative to the market, managing your new car
business like an investor.

3 K E YS T O B E C O M I N G A N
I N V E ST M E N T- M I N D E D
I N V E N T O RY M A N A G E R

#1 USE BETTER INVENTORY METRICS
Asset Types

Sales Volume

Many dealers are managing their inventory based on
a system that provides us with the dealer days supply.
But that’s only half the story.

High Volume
Fast Turn

High Volume
Slow Turn

Low Volume
Fast Turn

Low Volume
Slow Turn

Speed of Turn

Dealer Days Supply & Market Days Supply
In this example, the dealership has nearly double
the market average in 2019 Compasses. They are
missing a key component: market days supply. They
could make better investment decisions by knowing
how inventory is performing in the market.

Stats by Investment Zone

Price to Asset Class
In this example, the dealer is pricing the
slowest-moving combinations higher
than the fast-turning combinations. This
dealership could improve performance with
a better understanding of these asset types
and pricing them against their asset value.

# in Stock

$ Invested

In Stock %

# In Market

Avg. Discount
(% MSRP)

Average
Age

136

$0

41.2%

37.9%

92.2%

111

Gross
Unicorns

3

$0

0.9%

1.4%

91.8%

84

Bread &
Butter

169

$0

51.2%

55.2%

90.3%

125

Factory
Favors

22

$0

6.7%

5.4%

96%

213

Zone
Money
Makers

#2 ADOPT A PROACTIVE MINDSET
By making wiser pricing decisions on Day 1, you can decrease aged inventory
and how much it costs your dealership.
Start by looking at both the days on the lot and the market days supply of each vehicle.

In this example, the 20 vehicles on the right have the highest market days supply.
Three of these just arrived in the last 30 days.
With a proactive mindset, this dealer would know on Day 1 when distressed inventory shows up and take
appropriate actions now instead of allowing it to eat away at precious floor plan profit as time goes on.

#3 TIE PAY PLANS TO PERFORMANCE
Sales managers often focus their time, effort and energy
on aspects of the business that impact their paycheck.
Until dealership management ties pay to inventory
performance, we’ll never really move the needle on
improving your new car inventory management.

Sales Manager Pay Plans
Salary
4.5% of Total Gross
Volume Bonus Levels
CSI Bonus
Retention Bonus
Internet Close Rate Bonus
Sales Team Certification Bonus
You have complete control over
pay plans. Think about how the
market is performing compared
to how your inventory
managers are performing.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Evaluate your inventory against the market and understand your asset classes
A proactive mindset is always more profitable than a reactive mindset
Pay for performance so that you, your business and your people
reap the financial rewards

A REAL-WORLD EXAMPLE
The new car business is not likely to get any easier, dealers who adopt these principles are realizing
tangible increases in profit from their new car operations.
192

AGE
This dealer will net $516k on floor plan profit this year. If you are
interested in growing your floor plan profits, then leave behind
old habits and rethink how you approach your biggest investment
with the right inventory management tools and technology.
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Visit vAuto.com/investor to learn how you can manage your new car business like an investor.

ABOUT BRIAN FINKELMEYER
Brian Finkelmeyer serves as the Director of New Car Solutions at vAuto. In this role, Brian helps dealers
maximize their new vehicle sales and profitability through better use of market intelligence to guide
their stocking, merchandising, pricing and inventory trade decisions. Prior to vAuto, Brian spent 18 years
with Nissan North America in a variety of sales leadership positions.
Brian is a graduate of the Wisconsin School of Business at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

ABOUT vAUTO
vAuto® provides innovative technology, tools and business intelligence to thousands of dealerships
across the United States and Canada, helping them compete more effectively and increase new/used
vehicle sales volumes and profits.
Founded in 2005, vAuto revolutionized dealers’ used vehicle operations with the groundbreaking
Provision® suite of tools for used vehicle acquisition, appraising, pricing and merchandising based on
real-time market data. vAuto’s solutions also include Conquest™, a new vehicle inventory management
and pricing system, and Stockwave, which enables dealers to efficiently find and purchase vehicles
from leading wholesale sources via a single platform.
Headquartered near Chicago, Illinois, vAuto is a Cox Automotive™ brand.

